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It is now possible to produce beams of hydrogen clusters H+ with n equal to or (letter than
five (Chevallier et al 1989). Only odd n values are observed, as predicted by theoretical
models (Farizon et al 1991). Their structure has generally been described « H2 molecules
surrounding an Hj core, i.e., Hj(H2),,, where m • 1,2,..., JV.

Experiments (Chevallier et al 1990) and calculations indicate that electrons can stay in
correlation with fast ions inside a solid film. Incident fast Hj in carbon foils can produce H
atoms (deCastroFariaef al 1986)aiidtheenhanceineMoftheHpiodiictionforiiiiennediaie
dwell times is essentially due to the process of electron capture and loss by the diprofon
system in the last layers of the foil. The dynamical screening of one proton, i.e. the lowering
of the binding energy influences the electron capture less than the électron loss, became
the system captures inner carbon electrons. The electron capture is also less affected by
'vicinity* effects, but electron loss is reduced due to the increase of the electron binding
energy in H£. These facts motivated the study of H formation from HJ clusters incident in
carbon foils.

Hydrogen cluster beams of energies ranging from 40 to 700 keV are currently delivered
by the multiplier circuit type accelerator of the IPN, Lyon. Two kinds of measurements
were made. In the first, the electromagnet-selected cluster beam was incident upon a carbon
target and all charged fractions were cSeflecied out of the beam, leading to the measurement
of the total neutral fraction $J (figure 1). In the second, we determined the number of 2p
states produced from incident cluster n normalized to the number of 2p states for incident
protons $ » / $ . (figui* 2). These results were discussed by Mauiy etal (1987) and Farizon
«(a/(1991).

The model briefly described below was inserted into a Monte Carlo computer code
(Farizon et al 1992). In the case of an incident isolated proton leaving die foil with one
electron, essentially in the Is state, it is assumed that the electron toss cross section ratio is
ai^/a^ = /,«//,ojii. The dynamical screening is responsible for the iomzatkm energy in
a solid (J.ow) being different from that of free atomic hydrogen (J,*,) but the capture cross
sections <re are considered identical in both cases. With the experimental ratios <rt/a\ for
gases and solids at different velocities and the ionization energies calculated by Rogers et
al (1970), we can extract the parameter 17 of the screened potential V = exp(-r/a)/r, with
a = arp+f}v (OTF is the static Thomas-Fermi screening length). An interpolation using He,
N and O data was needed as the experimental 'carbon gas' values, extracted from gaseous
carbon compounds, were not available for low velocities.
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In the c u e of a proton i surrounded by a 'crowd' of (n - 1) protons j and capturing
one electron in its It state, we took its ionization enerfy as the turn of the geaenuued
molecular energy state B u of the n protons inside the solid with the screened nptdsk»
eneigy. The molecular energy stale is unknown even for the basic duster H j and the
bonding and anu'bonding effects are very small when compared to the screened repulsion
energy of the protons (Farizon«r at 1992). We considered B u constant and equal to I^t.
For the 2p state, as can be observed from the available potential curves (Hj, for example),
the ana'bonding states could not be approximated by a constant value. We considered its r
dependence to be linear.

The results of our calculations are presented in figures 1 and 2. Only one parameter
was left free in the Is calculation*, as q was already determined. In the 2p cases, the
free parameters were those of the straight-line approximation, for all velocities. Ia fact, in
the latter case we have calculated the fraction normalized to the isolated proton value.
Consequently, the importance of the proton screening was diminished and Ae darter
phenomena enhanced, particularly the antibonding effect The good agreements seem to
indicate that charge exchange, screening and vicinity effects were the bases of the observed
phenomena.
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